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I know this is confusing, but until we all learn this basic information, there will 
continue to be confusion and chaos and all efforts to organize the lawful government 
we are owed will be crippled, so please take note and take the time to thoroughly 
understand the information:

There are actually four versions of "United States" we deal with all the time--- we 
started out with two and that has grown to four over the past two hundred plus 
years. 

The Continental United States consists of fifty geographically defined states, for 
example, Ohio, Florida, and Maine.  This is the United States belonging to the "free, 
independent and sovereign people of the United States" described in The Definitive 
Treaty of Peace, Paris, 1783.  This is why Revolutionary War troops were called 
"Continental Soldiers".  These states together define the area over which the Public 
and Organic Law is exercised by the people (that is, state militias) acting as county 
and state jural assemblies---when and if they assemble and do their duty to self-
govern.   These states defined and created The Constitution for the united States of 
America and that agreement in turn created both the Federal United States and the 
Territorial United States by splitting their own international jurisdiction  into 
"delegated" and "un-delegated" powers (Articles of Amendment X).  

The Federal United States operates as fifty unincorporated politically defined States 
under names like "Ohio State" and "Florida State" and "Maine State" and these 
states control the undelegated portion of the international jurisdiction owed to the 
Continental United States.   These are all owed a "republican form of government" 
and operate under the United States Statutes at Large in international jurisdiction 
and State Session Laws at the state level.  These States are owed the Constitution of
the United States of America

The Territorial United States operates as 57 entities--- 50 "inchoate" incorporated 
States of States like the "State of California" and 7 Insular States (Guam, Puerto 
Rico, et alia)-- that in turn administer the delegated "powers" in international 
jurisdiction.  These are all operated as franchises of the United States, Inc., and 
under the plenary power of Congress granted at Article I, Section 8, Clause 17, they 
are operated as democracies. They operate under State of State Statutes and 
Federal Code.  These states also operate under the Constitution of the United States 
of America.



The Municipal United States has also grown out of Article I, Section 8, Clause 17--- 
this is a network of approximate 10,000 municipal city-state governments organized 
as municipalities and boroughs and STATES OF STATES  like the STATE OF 
LOUISIANA and incorporated counties like JACKSON COUNTY all organized under the
Municipal Law of Washington, DC, which is an independent international city-state 
akin to the Vatican or the Inner City of London, and again, under the plenary power 
granted to Congress, these are run as oligarchies subject to whatever whim 
Congress may have. They operate under Public Policies and Martial Common Law.  
These various municipal entities operate under the Constitution of the United States, 
and although this is a document we seldom see, it is the "constitution" that all the 
members of the Congress take their oaths to.

It is up to each one of us to know our correct political status and declare it. 

Are we state nationals (not employed by any government in any capacity) or State 
Citizens (acting in some official capacity for our states) of the Continental United 
States? 

Are we Federal Citizens?  (that is, employees, public officials, or dependents of the 
United States of America?)

Are we Territorial Citizens? (that is, employees, public officials, or dependents if the 
United States, Inc.?)

Are we Municipal Citizens?  (that is, employees, public officials or dependents of the 
UNITED STATES, INC.?)

You have a right to be confused.  And if you are reading this, you will shortly have 
cause to be outraged, too. 

It is up to you to exercise dominion over the Continental United States by actively 
participating in your local county and state jural assemblies and acting as deputies in
support of your locally elected land jurisdiction Sheriff and also joining your state 
militia. Most of us have been blissfully unaware of the necessity of doing this and our
state republics have languished in a condition of zombie-like disuse for three 
generations, largely unoccupied and disserved. 

The Federal United States has struggled along, but with fewer and fewer state 
nationals and State Citizens acting in support of the effort of maintaining our 
international presence as states and people of the Union, it has gradually dimmed 
away, unable to operate effectively for lack of funds. 

Instead, the foreign Territorial United States and the Municipal United States run as 
profit-making commercial corporation enterprises have coerced their forms of 
"citizenship" on you and have seized upon your assets and have hypothecated debt 
against your labor, your businesses, your land, and your children's children's 
children. 

As a result of similar names deceit and coercive action, you have applied for and the 
perpetrators have issued franchises in your NAME---- JOHN MICHAEL DOE and most 
recently, JOHN M. DOE---- and until you return the BIRTH CERTIFICATES related to 
these entities to the Secretary of the Treasury and appoint him your Fiduciary and 



tell him to return this (re-venue) these to the United States of America, U.S. 
Treasury, without recourse---- you continue to be "presumed" either a "United 
States Citizen" (Territorial) Corporation or a "citizen of the United States" (Municipal)
Corporation. 

And all your assets are held in thrall as collateral backing these foreign corporations, 
instead of supporting your actual lawful government.

Please bear in mind that there are no laws against raping, pillaging, murdering, 
press-ganging, pirating, or committing genocide against corporations. 

Please bear in mind that mischaracterizing a living man as a corporation is a crime 
known as "personage".

Please also bear in mind that the act of bringing charges against such a "PERSON" is 
also a crime known as "barratry"----most infamously practiced by the Bar 
Associations. 

This treason began in 1861 with the onset of the illegal commercial mercenary 
conflict mis-named "The American Civil War" and has been carried on ever since by 
the rogue members of Congress and the various corporate CEOs heading up both the
USA, Inc. and the US, Inc. 

It's time to put an end to it, and that can only be done by informing, educating, 
motivating, and properly organizing literally millions of Americans. 
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